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The Ismoili Somoni memorial is located in the central
square of Dushanbe. The memorial was set up in honor of
1100th anniversary of the State of Ismoili Somani with the
sculptural image of Ismoili Somoni, the founder of the first
independent Tajik state (IX-X a.d.). Having the shape of the
sun with seven stars, a royal scepter, the symbol of national
unity and the rebirth of Tajik nation is placed to the right
hand of Ismoili Somoni’s sculpture. The memorial complex
was set up in 1999.

Ismoili Somoni memorial complex
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Rudaki cultural and recreational park

Surrounded by «dancing» fountains, a freshly constructed
cultural and recreational park named after Rudaki is definitely
one of the most favorite spots of local citizens. The Dushanbe
City Administration Office, the «Hukumat» building is located
right on the opposite side of the avenue, nearby park vicinity.
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Add: Dushanbe, 14/2 Somoni Av. 

«Rohat» teahouse

Add: Dushanbe, 84 Rudaki Av. 

«Kokhi Navruz» National building 

The «Rohat» teahouse is a must-see place for every tourist,
who comes to visit Dushanbe. Located close to the
governmental palace the teahouse is just like a museum that
displays the trends of national architecture and design. Here
you can enjoy the delicacy of Tajik national meals and see the
unique patterns of Tajik architecture.

In Dushanbe opened another national building, which is another 
affrication of the capital. It is the largest in Central Asia. On the 
ceiling and columns of the national building  hand carved wood 
or amen neither of which will not be repeated on the walls-stone 
mosaic with scenes of folk tales. Furniture- tables and deck hair-
also are covered by ancient ethnic patterns. To creator this 
architectural masterpiece, the contractors were invited the best 
artist from allover the country.
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The National flag park

Not a long time ago another site in Dushanbe has gained high
popularity among the citizens, the national Flag Park, one of the
most scenic parks of the city. Vivid green trees, fountains,
water basins and history-styled sculptures make the park a

What brought the worldwide prominence to this place is the
highest flagpole in the world. The 165-meter-long flagpole is
located on the vicinity of the Place of the Nation. Another famous 
landmark of the city, the 45-meter-high monument of Tajikistan
Coat of Arms is located on the right side of the Palace of the Nation.

perfect place for recreation.
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Park «Boghi poytakht»

The city recreational park «Boghi Poytakht» is located in Sino 
District nearby the Dushanbe River. The total area of the 
park is 15 hectares. The park is intended to provide 
entertainment opportunities for the city residents. A lot of amazing 
attractions at the park are offered for adults including American 
Rollercoasters, «Free Fall Tower», «Pirate’s Ship», «Viplesh»,
«Jupiter», the big wheel and etc. The special fountain show is 
presented for the visitors in the evening. The park territory 
includes the administration building, the amphitheater for up
to 1200 people with dancing fountains surrounding it, the 
marvelous castle, the café, the teahouse, pavilions, sports
facilities, the aqua park, the skateboard ground, the artificial 
lake and many small beverage & snack sale points. The park is 
capable of serving from 2 to 4 thousand people per day. Taking 
care of its diverse audience, the park also offers attractions for 
children from 2 to 7 year old ones. Those include the «Mini Jet»,
«Child Wheel», and the «Child Train».

The park operates from 17:00 till 23:00 in summertime. 
The entrance gates are closed by 22.00
The park operates from 10:00 till 19:00 in Spring and Fall. 
The entrace gates are closed by 18:00.
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The National library of Tajikistan

The National Library of Tajikistan is considered the largest library
in Central Asia. An object of the National Cultural Heritage of
Tajikistan, library serves as a storage room for the documents 
and archives of national printed materials. The library is located 
in the downtown area of Dushanbe. The building is 167 meters 
long and 52 meters high. The total area of the building is 44,078 
km sq. The central part of the building facade embodies an 
opened book. The library is equipped with 25 functioning reading
halls with a total capacity of 1,500 seats, 28 book storage rooms 
for storing 10 million books and other sources of information, 
9 conference halls with a total capacity of 1,200 seats for 
organizing any type of events, 3 show rooms and 36 offices. 
The library has 3 large show rooms categorized under the 
following names: «The Museum of a Book», «Books issued 
within the independence era» and «New Books»

CONTACTS: Dushanbe, 5 Tehron St.
Tel: (37) 221-51-60; 221-89-56, 221-04-10
e-mail: info@kmt.tj / www.kmt.tj
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The National museum of Tajikistan

The solemn opening ceremony of the museum took place on 
March 20, 2013. Best archaeological, ethnographical and 
numismatic relics of national historical heritage stored in state 
–owned and private museums from all over the country have 
been collected to be displayed in the museum. The museum 
exhibition incorporate 4 floors displaying the relics thematic 
order. The exhibition provides a deep exposure into the history 
(from the stone age period to nowadays), art and nature of 
Tajikistan. Best practices of large European and Asian museums 
were applied while developing the thematic exposition plan of 
the museum. The Nature exhibition hall displays the geological
prosperity of the subsoil as well as the diversity of flora and 
fauna in Tajikistan.

CONTACTS: Dushanbe, 11. Somoni St.
Phone: 227 15 08. E-mail: museumtj@rumbler.ru
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CONTACTS: Dushanbe, Rudaki Ave
Tel: +992 (37) 221-34-94
www.operabalet.tj

Theater of opera and ballet named after S. Ayni

Tajik state academic theater of opera and ballet named after 
Sadriddin Ayni is a prominent musical and scenic staff of 
Tajikistan with its own unique, vivid image that advocates for 
the images of classic and modern music art. The theater was 
founded in 1940 giving the birth to professional art of Tajik 
opera and ballet through setting more than a hundred of 
performances based on the works of Tajik and foreign 
composers. Adding to the appeal of city landscape, the theater
building has served for the art cause for 70 years.
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The «Iram» Botanical Park

The «Iram» Botanical Park is definitely one of the most attractive 
places in Dushanbe serving as the favorite sight not only for 
Dushanbe residents but also for foreign guests. The park is 
located on the left bank of Varzob river at the altitude of 859 m. 
above the sea level. The total area of the park is 40,0 hectares.
The main entrance to the park is located on the East side. You 
can get familiar with park’s map and regulations right at the 
entrance. The main alley would lead you to the greenhouse, 
the point at which all other smaller alleys and routes start from.
The central part of the park serves as the home for the symbolic
model of a Tajik village depicting ancient Tajik traditions.
There also is also a national teahouse with the accommodation
 capacity for 180 people.

«Iram» Botanical Park operates 7 days a week.
CONTACTS: Dushanbe, 27 Karamova St.
Tel: (+992 37) 224-01-19; 224-01-32.
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Shopping center «Poytakht-90»

Add: Dushanbe, Mehnat st.
Ph: (+992) 44-625-90-90

Grand mall complex Poytakht-90 built in beautiful architecture 
style and with favorable conditions of the provision of services 
within the complex. The main building project Poytakht-90 
which consist of three floors, is based on the synthesis of 
architectural styles of East and West, emphasizing the preference 
to national design elements, with a total area of 3,31 hectares.
Grand Mall complex Poytakht-90 and establish conditions that  
reflect high market, soles and service culture of the ancient 
Tajik people. The total area of the main three storey melding 
and a summer trading platform Poytakht-90 Grand Mall center 
is 33 thousand square haters, its volume 156000 m3. 
In general, the main building of the center can be called own 
of the most beautiful and modern buildings of this see 
throughout the country and even in the region, because it has 
all be condition of service, including a song condensing system, 
cooling system, two escalators and elevators.
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Spa Hayot 

Attractions in Dushanbe

Rehabilitation and Wellness Centre Hayat is located in the 
metropolitan are of Firdavsi. The building meets the stand arts of 
five- star server and currently has no analogues in Tajikistan. 
On the firs floor of the center is located the Finnish. Russian 
and Turkish bath with dry and wet sauna, swimming pool, ice 
room to cool, a lot  of small and large swimming pools, a whir 
pool and various equipped room for body massage. On the after 
floor of the center are placed various massage rooms, fitness 
and billiard room, table tennis room, a special room for e-courses 
via on- line gaming 3-d, a great Swedish diming. The center 
operates around. The clock and is capable of high- level servicing    
2000 customers per day.
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Attractions in Khujand

The Museum of history in Sughd Region
The museum was founded in 1926. Currently a collection of 30 
thousand showpieces including more than 10 thousand items 
that pertain to the general foundation is displayed at the museum. 
The construction of the new museum building was completed in 
2006. The museum building has two floors with watch towers. 
A large model of the world globe in honor of a famous scientist 
and philosopher Hoji Yusuf is set in front of the entrance door. 
The exhibition halls were decorated by an artist A. Mahmudov. 
The distinctive part of the museum is the exhibit display under 
the glass floor. Among the most popular exhibitions are the 
Somoni State (X a.d.) exhibition and the Mehrob altar (XI a.d.) . 
A large sculpture of Temur-malik, a national hero proudly stands 
in the lobby hall.

CONTACTS: Khujand, Tamburi 4 st.
Tel: +992 34263904
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Bazaar Panjshanbe« »

The popular and famous bazaar Panjshanbe located in the 
center of the city, is largest in door. Market in the center of Asia, 
infracting buyers with its diversity unnatural sound diverse 
smell, a rich selection of fruits and vegetables. «Panjshanbe»- 
the fifth day of a week, in old days it was a great day of 
trading the hemispherical surface of portal is divided into 
individual quire recessed into the ceiling, filled with colorful 
murals inside. The vaulted high culling, limited exposure to 
direct sunlight lender proportions columns created not only a 
spacious interim out also a cool favorable macroclimate.
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Palace «Arbob»

One of the great architectural landmarks in the city of Khujand 
is the Place «Arbob» was built by initiative of twice Hero of 
Socialist Labor (1948-1957) Said in 1959. This architectural 
creation is a masterpiece unique in the territory of the building 
in Peterhof, which he saw and decided to build an analogue at 
home. In the place there are trained guides who will tell you in 
detail of which is history of Khujand, the collective farm on the 
territory this historical place hold the 16th session of the 
Supreme Court. But the most important thing you really like 
ceilings and hand coloring of the great masters, where no 
pattern is not repeated.
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Museum of «2700 anniversary of Kulob»

Attractions in Kulob TO
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State institution «National Museum Complex of Kulob» was 
established on September 7, 2006 year in celebration of 2700 
anniversary of city of Kulob. The complex includes the historical 
museum of local lore 2700 anniversary of Kulob,  the museum 
of literary heritage written Mirsaid Ali Hamadoni and house 

The museum complex in the aggregate currently has more than 
5000 exhibits. The museum complex is designed event organized 
collection, and display of historical and cultural heritage of the 
Tajik people.  Museum Complex is Historical Museum of Local 
History 2700 anniversary of Kulob who exhibits his exposition 
expo activities in five huge halls of the three-storey building: 
Department of History and Archeology, Ethnography department 
(the richest and main hall) department of art, modern 
department and department of Tajikistan nature. Every year the 
museum is visited by over 20 million visitors both local and 
foreign guests.

museum of national poet Saidali Valizoda.

Add: 735360 Kulob, Somoni 45 st.
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City park in Khorog

Attractions in Khorugh
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Khorog Park is on of its attractions. Getting here is quite easy-is 
on the main street of the city. Feel free to contact any passer-by, 
who will be happy to tell and show the way. The park is very quiet 
and cozy place. You can walk through the quiet park Lombardy 
populars , spending time on the benches, swimm in the pool in 
the middle of the park, sit on a café - terrace partially over 
handing the rapid Gunt.
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Sanatoriums / recreation

Varzob Gorge

This gorge is the favorite place for rest from Dushanbe. There 
are a lot of houses and recreational areas. Varzob  valley is well 
known as a small geographical area in the as in of the same 
river that crosses the central part of the couther slope of the 
Hissor Mountain. Range Varzob valley is located in the suburbs 
of the city of Dushanbe, capital of Tajikistan. Among the 
picturesque lopes of the Hissar Range there is a motor ways 
Dushanbe Khujand and Dushanbe village, Ayni - Panjakent, that 
connect the central areas of Tajikistan with the northern regions 
of the country.
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Ski resort «Safed Dara»

Add: Takob, Varzob (70 km from Dushanbe)
Ph: +992 (44) 601-3030

In order to have a great winter vocation, go skiing expiries the 
fun of winter fun no need to go to Switzerland. All of this can 
be found here in the ski resort of Tajikistan- Safed Dara. At 
around 2300 meters is so  high is «Safed Darra» picturesque 
view: the bottom of the valley, on the horizon- the slopes of 
Hissor Mountain. The weather is usually May. After the 
reconstruction and now there appeared a tourist complex 
modern hotel, restaurant, ski slopes, the new cable cars, each 
with length of about one kilometer, snowmobile paring. The 
complex also opened a special children's and youth school in 
winter sports.
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Sanatorium «Bahoriston»

Add: Tajikistan Kayrakkum735750, , 
Ph: +992 92 858-55-55
www.bahoriston.com

In a picturesque oasis on the shore of the purest Kayrakkum 
reservoir, which is also called «Tajik Sea» is located in new 
resort «Bahoriston», which owns fame with its rich infrastructure, 
modern medical diagnostic equipment and a high level of 
service one to the unique natural climatic factors Kayrakkum 
coast and the availability of modern medical base resort, 
welcomes quests to the health spa treatment all year round.  
Resorts advantage is that. It is far away from the hustle and 
rustle. The mild climate, clean sea air filled with the small of 
pine trees and sandy beach- it all adds treatment offers special 
comfort and increased health benthos. Fans of active rest in the 
sanatorium «Bahoriston» will enjoy boating, jet skis, fishing, 
gym, tennis court and a football field with grass. After an 
eventful day at your service set billiards, bowling, disco-bar and 
evening show-programs.
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Khoja Obi Garm

A balneal climatic resort is located 48 km away towards the north
of Dushanbe. It is located in the central part of the southern 
slope of the Hissor mountain chain, in the gorge of Khoja Obi 
Garm river at the altitude of 1740-1960 meters. Gorgeous 
nature, diversity of trees and bush plants, mountain waterfalls 
and rivers make auspicious conditions for enjoyable rest. 
Besides a favorable mountain climate the main revitalizing 
factor at the place is thermal (65-95°С), slightly mineralized
(0,4 – 0,5 g/l), nitrogenous chloride-hydro carbonated and 
sulphated sodium water applied for bath, shower and lavage 
procedures. Natural steam that comes out from the ground is also 
used for medical purposes,because its condensate is made of 
slightly mineralized, chloride-hydro carbonated sodium water with 
the radon concentration for up to 22 nKi/l (temperature – 92°С)
 A sanatorium (accommodates up to 370 people) operates at the
area to provide medical treatment services for those who 
experience blood-circulation organs malfunction, movement 
apparatus malfunction, nerve system malfunction or 
gynecological illnesses.
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Hot mineral springs Garm Chashma

Translated from Tajik as «Hot spring», the spring is located at the
height of 2325 above the sea level on the western slope of 
Shakh-Darya mountain range crossing the Garm-Chashma river 

The spring has been existing for more than a thousand years leaving 
the huge piles of sediments of limestone alongside the river. 
These brightly blue, yellow and brown-colored cascades made 
of limestone sediments are stretched in the shape of curved 
hills with the series of natural cup-like basins that vary in size. 
The mineral water strikes out form the underground as small 
fountains reaching from 10 cm to 1,5 in height and releasing 
from 5 to 7 liters of hot water per second. Rarely found in 
nature, hot springs have always attracted people who utilized 
them for rehabilitation and healing purposes. Spring’s healing 
properties created the «sacred» cliché for the springs.

that ultimately flows to Pyanj river.
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